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 Every object 
tells a story.

Museums have often been called ‘the great storehouses of the human condition’—
but how do we make these ‘storehouses’ relevant and welcoming to all? 
Challenging the museum practices of the past and turning the museum inside 
out can only propel us into the future. This project is just one more example 
that illustrates how museums are reaching out in new directions to welcome 
new audiences. A relatively unknown fact is that only a very small percentage 
of a museum’s collection is on exhibit at any one time—how would the casual 
museum visitor ever know what’s held behind locked doors? 

Lost Beauty II: The Art of Museum Stories is a collaborative project with 
artist, educator, and Orvis Guide Alberto Rey. Not satisfied with a general visit to 
the Buffalo Museum of Science, Alberto craved a deeper exploration. What else 
is here? What stories remain hidden? 

The result of this curiosity is fifteen commissioned artworks of items from the 
collection of the Buffalo Museum of Science. Small and often overlooked items 
that are cataloged, carefully stored, and contained in storage boxes, drawers, and 
rooms. What is their story? Why have they risen to the status of “collection 
item”? and why should we care? 

These small fragments inspired Alberto Rey and through his paintings, he asks 
us to look beyond the scale, label, or fragment and appreciate the lost beauty 
within. 

A basket, carefully woven by the Pomo, an indigenous people of what is now 
California, no larger than a fingernail is enlarged to show the detail, craftsmanship, 
and skill of the maker. A frog, whose interaction with a parasitic worm resulted 
in abnormal growth, preserved forever in a glass jar. The Epioblasma haysiana, 
or acornshell, which used to populate the rivers of the Southern United States, 
now extinct from habitat destruction and pollution, whose very existence is 
documented by museum collections, and now Alberto’s artwork. 

Not just an exhibition of paintings, this project is an exploration of what it means 
to collect, what it means to be a museum, and all the ways that people can access 
the rich resources in their backyard. 

Through Alberto’s lens, we learn more about the who, what, where, and why, of 
just a small sample of all the Buffalo Museum of Science holds. Every object 
tells a story, here are fifteen more…

Kathryn H. Leacock
Introduction and Object Stories by

Photo by Kathryn H. Leacock



Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ...........................Ceramic Vessel, ad1150–1500
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................... C1185
Collection Site.........................Chiriquí Province, Panama
Collection Date ...........................................................1891
Acquired By............................................ Museum Purchase

ARTIFACT SIZE: 6in. DIAMETER
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Chiriquí Province
Panama
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Zoomorphic 
Vessel
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Early Acquisitions
In the latter part of the 19th century, Buffalonians donated 
all manner of unprovenanced projectile points and ceramic 
sherds found while landscaping their property to the 
newly formed Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, parent 
organization to the Buffalo Museum of Science. However, 
the accession that defined the “Ethnology Collection” 
was the purchase of some 300 ceramics from Mr. James 
McNeil from the Chiriqui Province in Panama. 

James A. McNeil’s excavations in the Chiriqui Province of 
Panama yielded a large ceramic assemblage. In addition to 
the collections at the Buffalo Museum of Science, McNeil’s 
collections are also housed at the Smithsonian Institution.



Scientific Name ..................................... Aphrodita aculeata
Description ..........................................................Sea Mouse
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................No Data
Collection Site.........................Block Island, Rhode Island
Collection Date ...........................................................1881
Acquired By............................................. Museum Transfer

Rhode Island
United States
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Sea Mouse

ARTIFACT SIZE: 3in. x 5.75in.
PAINTING SIZE: 30in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Reference Photography: Sea Mouse
Alberto Rey
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The Exchange
This fascinating little specimen arrived at the Museum 
by way of Washington, D.C. The United States National 
Museum, later known as the Arts and Industries Building, 
was part of what we know as the Smithsonian Institution. 
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it was common 
practice for some museums to “exchange” certain 
specimens between organizations. Museums traded 
specimens and artifacts that they had in abundance, with 
species that were not present in their collection. 

Unfortunately, this specimen arrived in Buffalo with little 
associated data. We know it was found in 1881 at Block 
Island, an island in the state of Rhode Island. The sea 
mouse is found in the North Atlantic, the North Sea, the 
Baltic Sea and even the Mediterranean. 

Look closely, the body of the sea mouse is covered in a 
dense mat of spines or setae (hairlike), this is one of its 
unique features. When light hits these spines, they shine 
green and blue, while they appear deep red when not 
illuminated. This is a defense mechanism to warn off 
predators. They look like man-made tinsel! Just another 
example of the marvelous engineering of living organisms.

Photo by Carly Guido



Scientific Name ...........................................Collinsia verna
Description ................. Collection of the Clinton Herbarium
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................... 52866
Collection Site...................................... Buffalo, New York
Collection Date ..............................................May 5, 1890
Acquired By.............................................................No Data
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Buffalo, New York
United States

Blue-eyed 
Mary

ARTIFACT SIZE: 4in. x 15in.
PAINTING SIZE: 32in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Regional Extinction
This winter annual is no longer found in New York State. 
While this specimen was collected right here in Buffalo in 
1890, it has since become regionally extinct. Extirpation, 
also known as regional extinction, is when a species no 
longer exists within a specific geographic region. Unlike 
extinction, extirpation means that a population persists in 
another area. The Museum’s herbarium houses thousands 
of pressed plant specimens, these document the flora of a 
specific region at a point in time. By studying a museum’s 
collection, you can determine how a landscape has changed 
over time. 
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Work in Progress
Alberto Rey



Blue-spotted 
Salamander

Scientific Name ....................................Ambystoma laterale
Description ..............................................................No Data
BMoS Catalog No. ......................................................A181
Collection Site.................................. Lancaster, New York
Collection Date ........................................ August 25, 1956
Collected By ........................................ Mrs. Eleanor Friert

Lancaster, NY
United States

ARTIFACT SIZE: 3in. x 5.75in.
PAINTING SIZE: 72in. x 36in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size 
in relation to the finished painting.



Work in Progress: Blue-spotted Salamander
Alberto Rey

Current
Conservation
The Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, parent 
organization to the Buffalo Museum of Science, also 
operates Tifft Nature Preserve, a 264-acre urban nature 
preserve on Buffalo’s Outer Harbor. Since 1982, the Society 
has been the steward of Tifft and there are many ongoing 
projects to preserve the flora and fauna of this habitat. 

The recent Vernal Pools Enhancement Project, supported 
by the Greenway Ecological Standing Committee, is just 
one example and involves the Blue-spotted Salamander. 

Vernal pools are seasonal pools of water that provide 
temporary habitats for a host of plants and animals. Their 
temporary existence provides necessary breeding grounds 
for species of amphibians and invertebrates that would be 
unable to withstand competition or predation from the fish 
found in permanent bodies of water. Unfortunately, if a 
vernal pool evaporates too quickly, it can also interrupt 
the lifecycle of its inhabitants. Tifft’s vernal pools were 
modified to allow for a longer period of water collection, 
thus allowing for native species to thrive. 

One such inhabitant of Tifft’s vernal pools is the Blue-
spotted Salamander. They are interesting and unique 
animals that only breed in vernal pools and spend almost 
their entire life underground. Habitat loss has led to the 
decline in salamander populations, and they have been 
identified as a Species of Special Concern in New York 
State. With the successful upgrades to Tifft’s vernal pools, 
the Society hopes to increase the population of this species 
and play a small part in its survival. 
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Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ............... Small Ceramic Sherd, AD 1300-1650
BMoS Catalog No. ................................................. C20696
Collection Site.................Simmons Site, Elma, New York
Collection Date .......................................................... 1959
Collected By ........Niagara Frontier Archaeological Project
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Elma, New York
United States

ARTIFACT SIZE: .75in. x 1.25in.
PAINTING SIZE: 54in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Potsherd



Archive Collection
Buffalo Museum of Science

Fragments of a Whole
This small ceramic sherd has a big story to tell. This would 
have been part of a small to medium sized ceramic vessel 
that would have been used for food storage or cooking. The 
thin wall of this grit tempered fragment indicates a refined 
firing process. Thin walls are difficult to produce and are 
the work of a skilled potter. Grit temper is tiny pieces of 
rock that were added to the wet raw clay to help a pot 
keep its shape prior to firing. The uneven color comes from 
oxidation during manufacture and reveals where the pot 
sat during firing. Lack of charred encrustations (burned 
food residue) indicates it was most likely used as storage, 
rather than a cooking pot, or was not very old at the time 
it was broken. 

The fragment was excavated from the Simmons Site, which 
is located in what is now the town of Elma, New York. 
This site was first excavated in 1959 as part of the Niagara 
Frontier Archaeological project under the direction of Dr. 
Marian E. White. The main objective of this survey was to 
date the site’s occupation. Dr. White determined that the 
inhabitants of this site were probably Erie People, a group 
related to the Seneca.  
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Approximation of the pot the sherd was part of as drawn by Don Smith, Panamerican Consultants, Inc.



Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ........................ 2500–2350 BCE, Mesopotamia
BMoS Catalog No. ................................................. C14403
Collection Site............................................................. Iraq
Collection Date .......................................................... 1943
Acquired By............................................ Museum Purchase
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Iraq

ARTIFACT SIZE: 1.5in. x 6in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 72in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Cylinder 
 Seal



Work in Progress: Cylinder Seal
Alberto Rey

Tiny Messages
Have you ever thought about all the ways that humans 
communicate? How have these forms of communication 
changed over time? Look at this small artifact, what 
message is it intending to convey? 

Cylinder seals, typically about an inch in length, were 
used in the Near East thousands of years ago as a form 
of documentation. Hardstones, ceramics, or shells were 
engraved with characters or scenes, the message was “read” 
when the impression was rolled onto a two-dimensional 
surface, generally wet clay. 
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Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ..................Tian-Tsui Style, 19th Century China 
BMoS Catalog No. ..................................................C18523
Collection Site.......................................................... China
Collection Date .......................................................... 1954
Acquired By.............................. Gift of Chauncey J. Hamlin
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China

Kingfisher
 Pendant

ARTIFACT SIZE: 1.75in. x 3.25in.
PAINTING SIZE: 44in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Cabinet of Curiosity
Buffalo Museum of Science

Take a Closer Look
This finely crafted pendant from China has striking colors 
of iridescent blue and the pale pink of the coral beads. How 
was the blue color achieved? 

Looking closely at something can reveal so much. This 
pendant is known as Tian-tsui, a style of Chinese art 
utilizing the feathers from a group of birds known as 
kingfishers (family Alcedinidae). The iridescent blue in 
this pendant is made by inlaying feathers onto gilt silver. 
The earliest written references to the use of kingfisher 
feathers as decorative elements in China dates from the 
Han dynasty (206 BCE to AD 220). The production of 
Tian-tsui jewelry ended in the 1940s in an attempt to 
protect the kingfisher population. 
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Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ..........................................Rat Tail, Plant Fiber
BMoS Catalog No. ..................................................C11206
Collection Site....Kairuku Subdistrict, Papua New Guinea
Collection Date .......................................................... 1938
Collected By ....................................................P.G.T. Black
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Kairuku Subdistrict
Papua New Guinea

Rat-tail
Earring

ARTIFACT SIZE: 1.5in. x 2.5in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 54in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Work in Progress: Rat -tail Earring
Alberto Rey

What’s It  Made Of?
Variations of hooped earrings can be seen in many cultures. 
This earring may seem unremarkable from afar, but upon 
closer inspection, the material used in its manufacture 
becomes clear. The earring is made from the vertebrae of 
a bush-rat’s tail with braided fibers around for decoration. 

Humans often look to their surrounding environment for 
the raw materials to make items for personal adornment. 
What are some other unique items that could be used to 
make earrings? 
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Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description ...................... Carved Ivory, Early 20th century
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................. C16122
Collection Site.......................................................... China
Collection Date .......................................................... 1948
Acquired By.............................. Gift of Chauncey J. Hamlin
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China

ARTIFACT SIZE: 1.5in. x 2.25in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 72in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Cricket Cage



Unusual Pets
For over two thousand years, the people of China have 
been engaged in an appreciation of crickets. True crickets 
belong to the insect family Gryllidae, with over 800 
species. The tradition of favoring crickets for their “song” 
and their fighting ability developed into a host of material 
culture designed for the care and maintenance of a family’s 
pet crickets. 

This finely carved ivory cage would have housed a cricket. 
Beginning in the Tang dynasty (AD 618–907), people 
appreciated crickets for their powerful song and they 
were housed in elaborate cages so people could enjoy their 
singing. Under the Song dynasty (AD 960–1279) another 
hobby involving crickets gained in popularity, cricket 
fighting flourished as a popular sport. 

The life cycle of a cricket usually spans no more than three 
months, necessitating the frequent replacement of aging 
pets. Crickets are most active between midnight and dawn 
and the best season for trapping is August and September.
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Scientific Name ..................................Epioblasma haysiana
Description ..............................................................No Data
BMoS Catalog No. ...............................................M365A-7
Collection Site.............................. Alabama, United States
Collection Date .....................................................No Data
Acquired By.............................................................No Data
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Alabama
United States

Extinct 
Mussel

ARTIFACT SIZE: 1.75in. x 1.5in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 72in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Extinction
Museum collections are also a record of the past. The 
Epioblasma haysiana, or Acornshell was a species of 
freshwater mussel that is now extinct. The last remaining 
individuals were killed in the 1970s due to habitat 
destruction and pollution. Endemic to the Cumberland 
River and Tennessee River in the Southern United 
States, this particular example came from Alabama. 

Freshwater mussels (Order Unionoida); also known as 
unionids, are a highly diverse and ecologically important 
group. Unionids look like other marine mussels or clams; 
however, they spend most of their lives buried in the 
sediment of rivers, streams, and lakes. They are found 
around the world and in North America, there are close 
to 300 native species. They are often seen as plain boring 
living rocks, but after closer inspection they reveal their 
importance as river engineers! Unionids are mighty filter 
feeders; cycling nutrients, removing algae, bacteria, and 
contaminants from the water. They also provide food 
and habitat to other organisms and stabilize the sediment 
where they live. For thousands of years, humans have 
used unionids and their shells as food, jewelry, and 
tools. Before plastic was invented, buttons were made 
from freshwater mussel shells. Nevertheless, this taxon 
has experienced one of the highest rates of decline and 
extinction in North America as a result of human impacts 
such as overharvesting, pollution, impoundment of rivers 
and the introduction of exotic species.
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Work in Progress: Extinct Mussel
Alberto Rey



Cicada
Scientific Name ................................. Zammara medialinea
Description ................................................................ Cicada
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................No Data
Collection Site........... Aragua, Rancho Grande, Venezuela
Collection Date .................................... September 9, 1980
Collected By ...........................................................No Data

Rancho Grande
Venezuela

ARTIFACT SIZE: 2.75in. x .75in.
PAINTING SIZE: 72in. x 36in. 

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size 
in relation to the finished painting.



The Original
Not every specimen in a museum’s collection is intended for 
public display. In natural history collections, specimens are 
curated, cataloged, identified, and stored for research. The 
most critically important research specimens in a museum’s 
collection are those known as Type Specimens.

That specimen is the original, the progenitor of the name, the 
exact specimen from which others of its kind were measured 
in order to be given the appropriate genus and species.

This cicada specimen, which was found during field work 
in Venezuela and deposited in the collection of the Buffalo 
Museum of Science, is a Type Specimen. It belongs to the 
genus Zammara, which are large cicadas characterized by 
segmented tarsi (“feet”). There are about 16 species in this 
genus; Z. medialinea, was named for the marks on the head, 
which appear to form a stripe along the midline of the dorsal 
surface of the head and prothorax.
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Archive Collection
Buffalo Museum of Science



Scientific Name .................................Xenophora calculifera
Description ..............................................................No Data
BMoS Catalog No. ...................................................100:1:1
Collection Site...............................................Indian Ocean
Collection Date .......................................................... 1923
Acquired By...................................Gift of Mrs. J. D. Larkin
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Indian Ocean

ARTIFACT SIZE: 3.5in. x 4in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 54in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Carrier 
Shell



“Collectors” 
Carrier Shell
Humans are not the only collectors on the planet. 
Xenophoridae is a family of sea snails, more commonly 
known as carrier shells. What makes these species 
unusual is that the animal attaches small stones or shells 
to the edge of their shell as they grow. 

Some suggest that Jemaine Clement’s character Tamatoa 
in Disney’s 2016 Moana draws on the habits of the carrier 
shells. Tamatoa claims to have been a “drab little crab” 
until he began covering himself in shiny things. 
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Archive Collection
Buffalo Museum of Science



Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description .............................Specimen Preserved in Fluid
BMoS Catalog No. .................................................No Data
Collection Site.................................................... Unknown
Collection Date .....................................................No Data
Acquired By.............................................................No Data
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Unknown
collection Site

Seven-footed 
Frog

ARTIFACT SIZE: 4.5in. x 6in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 66in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Work in Progress: Seven-footed Frog
Alberto Rey

Oddities Explained
Museums are often the repositories of the rare and unusual. 
In fact, museums originated from ‘Cabinets of Curiosities’ 
or collections of seemingly unusual items wealthy people 
collected and displayed. While museums are now public 
places that welcome all people, they still include some 
of the ‘curiosities’ that would have been center stage in 
early displays. This frog, preserved in fluid in a glass jar, 
is certainly unusual, but its appearance is easily explained 
with science.
 
In humans, Polymelia is a birth defect in which an 
individual has five or more limbs, resulting from an 
embryo that started as conjoined twins. This is not the 
case with this frog, whose resulting additional limbs stem 
from an interaction with a parasitic worm. 

The parasite in question is a flatworm called Ribeiroia. 
When they invade tadpoles, they bury themselves in the 
buds that will eventually grow into legs. The abnormal 
growth from the side of this transforming frog tadpole 
bears three feet each with five fully developed toes. 



There are State Fossils?
You may have learned that 
the Eastern Bluebird is the 
State bird of New York, 
or the Rose as the State 
flower, but do you know the 
State fossil? Behold the 
Eurypterid. 

Scientific Name ...............................Pterygotus buffaloensis
Description .................. Upper Silurian (~400M Years Ago)
BMoS Catalog No. ........................................... E836/11321
Collection Site...............Buffalo Cement Company Quarry
Collection Date .....................................................No Data
Collected By .............................................Lewis J. Bennett

Buffalo, New York
United States
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ARTIFACT SIZE: 4.5in. x 7.5in.
PAINTING SIZE: 42in. x 72in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.

Eurypterid



Lewis J. Bennett  Collection
Buffalo Museum of Science

Eurypterid
Eurypterids are an extinct group of arthropods related to 
the present-day horseshoe crab. Specimens vary in length 
from a few centimeters to over three meters. Eurypterids 
inhabited what is now western New York some 500 million 
years ago from the Ordovician Period through the Permian 
Period (250 million years ago) when they became extinct. 

There are over 250 species of eurypterids in 73 valid genera, 
which began with the first eurypterid to be scientifically 
described in 1825. In 1875, Grote and Pitt described this 
Pterygotus cummingsi, later named Pterygotus buffaloensis 
and further considered the type species of Acutiramus. 

This claw belongs to a member of the genus Acutiramus of the 
family Pterygotidae. A family of eurypterids that included 
the largest of these arthropods yet known. By analyzing this 
fossil claw, researchers conclude that the structure allowed 
objects to be entrapped and held. Indicating that Acutiramus 
may have been an active predator. 

While this specimen was deposited at the Museum over 
a hundred years ago, its role in science is ongoing. Since 
coming to the Museum, the name has been changed, the 
family association clarified, and the structure of the claw 
analyzed. Museum specimens are far from retired when 
they enter a storage room, their work to uncover more 
about life in the past continues with each new research 
question and advances in analytical techniques. What will 
this specimen illustrate next? 
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Pomo
Basket

Scientific Name ......................................................No Data
Description .........................Plant Fiber, Early 20th century
BMoS Catalog No. ................................................C13455c
Collection Site......................................... Pomo, California
Collection Date .......................................................... 1940
Acquired By........................................... Museum Exchange

Pomo, California
United States
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ARTIFACT SIZE: .75in. x .375in.
PAINTING SIZE: 48in. x 48in.

Photo of artifact illustrates actual size in relation to the size of the finished painting shown at left.



Skill  to Scale
Many cultures utilize pliable materials and transform them 
into three dimensional artifacts. Recognizable as basket 
making, basket weaving, or basketry; the uses are endless. 

Since plant fiber artifacts do not preserve well in an 
archaeological context, we still do not know where the 
first baskets were produced. People often turn to their 
immediate surroundings to provide the raw materials to 
create. The exact material may differ across time and place, 
but people have been harvesting plant fibers and turning 
them into useful objects and works of art for centuries. 

This miniature basket was made by a member of the Pomo 
people, an Indigenous Community residing in what is 
now California. The craftsmanship to weave in miniature 
requires exceptional skill to accommodate the reduced size 
of the materials used, and although the piece is smaller, it 
is as strong and resilient as its full sized counterpart. 
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Archive Collection
Buffalo Museum of Science



Lost Beauty II

Stephanie Lewthwaite
Essay by

Artists respond to institutions, sometimes institutions’ hidden histories, but also 
and especially to collections; they engage gatherings of artefacts, draw things from 
them and caption and juxtapose them provocatively. …For as long as they have 
existed, museums have been visited by professional and amateur artists who 
sketch artefacts and specimens; the activity is alive as it ever has been.

Nicholas Thomas, The Return of Curiosity: What Museums are Good for in the 
Twenty-First Century¹

In his book about the significance of museums, scholar-curator Nicholas Thomas 
claims that artists have long engaged the museum as a site of knowledge and 
inspiration. By viewing the museum as a site of experimentation, artists have 
revealed the “hidden histories” of museum collections and enigmatic objects. 
One such artist is Alberto Rey, who has retrieved fifteen artifacts 
and natural specimens from the Buffalo Museum of Science for 
Lost Beauty II, an exhibition in which the original object appears 
next to its painted image. Lost Beauty II is part of an ongoing tradition 
of collaboration between artists and natural history museums. Indeed, Rey’s 
paintings of artifacts and natural specimens accompanied by classificatory labels 
remind us that museum objects, like art objects, have their own complex histories 
of acquisition and display. Yet Rey deploys his own system of classification in Lost 
Beauty II by selecting each item for its diminutive size as a way of countering the 
disappearance of small and seemingly insignificant objects inside the museum. 
By depicting each object up close and in a large-scale format, Rey illuminates its 
formal qualities. In doing so, Rey encourages the viewer to see museum objects 
differently, to reimagine their histories and engage with them from an aesthetic 
and intuitive perspective. Lost Beauty II highlights Rey’s long-term engagement 
with themes of loss and objecthood, and a fundamental belief that objects “matter” 
on a perceptual and affective level. Like the museum, objects are sites of memory 
that enable us to think, discuss, and feel; they are, as scholar Sherry Turkle 
declares, “companions to our emotional lives [and] …provocations to thought.”² 
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Alberto Rey was born in Havana, Cuba, in 1960. In 1963, 
Rey and his family left Cuba as political exiles following 
the Revolution of 1959. The Rey family moved to Mexico, 
and then the United States, where they lived first in 
Miami and then Pennsylvania. Rey has lived and worked 
in multiple destinations, including Boston and New York, 
and across Europe, North Africa, and the Americas, and 
now resides in Fredonia where he works as Distinguished 
Professor for Research and Creative Activity at the State 
University of New York, Fredonia. After being exiled in 
the United States, Rey lost several family members who 
had remained in Cuba: his maternal uncle died a political 
prisoner on the island, and in 1980, Rey’s grandmother 
died at sea trying to leave Cuba by boat across the Florida 
Straits.³ Scholar Isabel Alvarez Borland claims that 
members of Rey’s generation “have had to create their 
stories from the void of absence,” accessing Cuba through 
the “memories of others,” and often through their exiled 
parents.⁴
Using art to tap into Cuban memory and his family 
history of exile, loss, and displacement, Rey has 
experimented with the object as a site of memory, placing 
it into “the void of absence” as a way of countering the 
acts of disappearance that have informed his own life. 
For example, in his Icon series (1993-1995), Rey painted 
culturally-specific objects—traditional items of Cuban 
food and drink—as carriers of Cuban memory.⁵ In his 
subsequent series, Las Balsas (The Rafts, 1995-
1999), Rey painted empty, abandoned rafts and 
objects left behind by Cuban balseros (rafters) 
on their journeys across the Florida Straits 
as testimonies of personal, collective, and 
intergenerational loss. Las Balsas recalled Rey’s 
own exilic trauma, the loss of his grandmother in 1980, 
and the disappearance of untold numbers of Cubans who 

Histories of Loss and Objecthood
have lost their lives crossing dangerous seas. Rey described 
his paintings of abandoned rafts as “minimal altar pieces” 
and “silent remnants of great human tragedies,” and the 
left-behind artifacts—compasses, maps, watches, hats, 
shoes, keys, children’s shoes, and cans of food—as “rich 
with stories of lives found, lost, and lives lived in Cuba.”⁶
Rey remembers himself and family members leaving 
Cuba with “literally the clothes on [their] back and one 
suitcase.” Thus, objects take on a certain power in Rey’s 
work: they can tell stories, witness loss, and begin to fill 
the voids and silences, and they endure through their 
materiality as “metaphors for experience” and physical 
reminders of human absence.⁷ The use of displaced or 
abandoned objects—clocks, suitcases, shoes, cradles, 
and household furniture—as signifiers of absence and 
traumatic memory characterizes the work of other Cuban-
born artists of Rey’s generation. For example, the object as 
a site of memory appears in the uninhabited assemblage 
installations and paintings of María Brito and Ernesto 
Pujol, who also left Cuba at a young age.⁸ 
Rey followed Las Balsas with his Studio Retablos series 
(1998-2000), in which he used found objects as a way of 
expressing intergenerational trauma and loss. This time, 
Rey gathered up “paintings that had been left behind in 
garbage cans, thrift stores or estate sales.” These paintings 
by other artists “seemed to have had a history that had 
been abandoned,” Rey explained. By revising these 
paintings, Rey succeeded in “bring[ing] life and purpose” 
to a series of lost images.⁹ The determination to engage 
with “abandoned histories” and “bring life and purpose” 
back to inanimate or lifeless objects remains at the core of 
Rey’s work, and it is a theme that recurs in Lost Beauty 
II. This theme also permeates Rey’s earlier paintings in 
The Aesthetics of Death (2006-present) and Extinct Birds 
(2015-2019) series, in which dead fish and birds glisten 

Las Palmas II 
(The Rafts) 
14in. x 19.5in. x 11in.
Oils on Wooden Panel



with exquisite detailing: Rey uses texture, light, and vibrant color—the blues, greens, and reds of the steelhead trout 
and the Paradise Parrot, for example—to bring dead remains back to life for the viewer. Rey’s dead subjects are part 
of a broader aesthetics of loss and remembrance in which ecological trauma becomes entwined with other histories of 
human loss. Indeed, Rey explained that he saw “these deserted or discarded bodies as metaphors for [his] own life.”¹⁰ 
Rey has explored these themes of loss, death, and extinction by experimenting with the tradition 
of still-life painting. For example, Rey described his paintings of dead steelhead trout in The Aesthetics of 
Death as “silent still-lives,” and he has developed his own subgenre of “silent still-life” painting by engaging with a 
variety of “abandoned histories”—from Cuban food and everyday cultural symbols as signifiers of loss and exile to the 
recuperation of other artists’ canvases, and on to the empty Cuban raft, dead fish, and extinct birds.¹¹ Each of these 
series attempts to isolate, magnify, and ennoble a particular symbol or object. Many of Rey’s silent still-life paintings 
also rework the vanitas tradition in seventeenth-century Dutch art, and especially the memento mori painting, which 
takes its name from the Latin phrase “remember you must die.” In these paintings, artists used symbols of death 
and decay—skulls, flowers, fruit, and candles—to underscore the ephemeral nature of human life and warn against 
sin, excess, and materialism. For example, Rey replays the horizontal setting of the still-life in Extinct Birds by 
foregrounding the dead bird skin, juxtaposing darkness with light, and substituting the candle for a burnt match.¹² 

Extinct Birds Project: Paradise Parrot
34in. x 10in.
Oils on Wooden Panel

Aesthetics of Death VIII  
120in. x 72in.
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Rey’s paintings of icebergs, which he began during a trip 
to Iceland in 2003, also replay the memento mori painting 
and the theme of extinction. Rey described the emotional impact 
of seeing the icebergs of the Breiđamerkurjökull glacier “floating so 
close to the shorelines,” noting there was “something sad about the 
2,500 year ago icebergs slowly dying in front of us. Each seemed to 
possess their own identity and spirit.” Rey captured the icebergs on 
camera, anticipating that he “might [later] produce a body of work in 
dedication to them.” When Rey returned to the same Icelandic lagoon 
ten years later, he realized “this would be the last time” that he would 
see these icebergs.¹³ Like Rey’s dead fish and birds, these icebergs 
are “silent remnants” of ecological trauma, and they underscore the 
entanglement of human and non-human histories of loss. In Rey’s 
“silent still-life” paintings, the iceberg is framed by a dark blue-
black light as it looms into view, filling the space of the canvas. 
By emphasizing the sculptural qualities of these icebergs and their 
ghostly reflections on the dark waters below, Rey makes them appear 
skeletal in form. Indeed, perhaps these iceberg bones stand in for the 
human skull associated with the traditional memento mori painting, 
presaging a new age of mass extinction through their likeness to the 
great, towering bones of dinosaurs, which are now displayed in the 
museum. Indeed, Rey’s iceberg paintings became the genesis for his 
Lost Beauty projects and collaborations with museum collections, 
and these artistic and philosophical frameworks—a fascination with 
histories of loss, the “silent still-life,” and the desire to think with and 
through the object—permeate Lost Beauty II.
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Lost Beauty II
Lost Beauty II is not the first time that Rey has collaborated with the natural history museum. Rey’s first Lost 
Beauty project featured the artist’s Extinct Birds series, which was exhibited at the Roger Tory Peterson Institute 
of Natural History and the Anderson Gallery, Buffalo, in collaboration with the Buffalo Museum of Science. Extinct 
Birds was a cross-disciplinary and cross-institutional project in which Rey drew on the research and collections 
of the Roger Tory Peterson Institute of Natural History, Harvard University’s Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
Fredonia’s Stanley Museum at the State University of New York, and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s Macaulay 
Library. Following the lives of seventeen extinct bird species and their collectors through a series 
of paintings, video, audio, interpretive panels, and bird skin displays, Extinct Birds was the first 
time that Rey engaged extensively with museum collections. 
Although the artifacts and specimens in Lost Beauty II may have been considered representative or typical (rather 
than the last of their kind), they have also been sequestered away in museum drawers and cabinets, much like 
the dead bird skins in Rey’s Extinct Birds. Like the bird skins, the objects chosen for Lost Beauty II underscore 
Rey’s multidisciplinary practice as an artist, educator, and environmentalist. For example, Rey’s alternative museum 
collection features several natural specimens, including a seven-footed frog, a cicada, a blue-spotted salamander, 
a carrier shell, and an extinct mussel. Rey is also a keen ceramicist with a passion for making Canadaway bowls 
inspired by shards of pottery from the Indigenous Owasco tribes found near his home. It is no surprise that his 
museum collection includes local pottery fragments alongside a pre-Columbian zoomorphic vessel from Panama, a 
cricket cage carved from ivory, and jewellery from China and Papua New Guinea made from coral, animal remains, 
and bird feathers. Like the bird species in Extinct Birds, Rey’s museum objects in Lost Beauty II evoke the histories 
of global exploration, colonialism, trade, and migration that shaped the collecting of “curious” and “exotic” objects 
from the early modern period onward. Rey’s collection of human, animal, and plant life also underscores how human 
cultures and natural ecosystems are entangled with one another inside and outside the museum. 
Rey’s alternative museum collection is also framed by personal and institutional histories of loss and recovery. For 
example, Rey has long collected old paintings, photographs, objects, and remnants as part of his attempt to recuperate 
“lost” memories of family and Cuba. Across time, explorers, colonists, and naturalists collected and classified things 
in cabinets of curiosity and museums as a way of “making sense and gaining knowledge of the world,” often in a 
“rescue attempt: to save what otherwise might vanish,” claims scholar Sharon Macdonald.¹⁴ In Lost Beauty II, Rey 
expresses a personal affinity with the museum object, and his alternative collection is shaped by concerns with loss 
and abandonment. For example, Rey chose his museum objects not only for their significance in the fields of human, 
cultural, and natural history; he also selected them for their diminutive size in the fear they might get lost, forgotten, 
or subsumed in a museum whose collections span more than 700,000 objects. 

Lost Beauty I: Extinct Birds
anderson gallery installation
Buffalo, New York
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In Do Museums Still Need Objects (2010), historian Steven Conn argues that the museum 
object lost its status by the end of the twentieth century as the power of new media, 
technology, and interactive exhibitions undermined the idea that the museum object could 
tell us everything. Conn describes a series of “vanishing acts” in which the disappearance of 
the museum object created “a parallel museum universe” of elusive “basement collections,” 
awaiting the researcher to bring them back to life and into public view.¹⁵ During the late 
twentieth-century, scholars began critiquing existing forms of museum classification and 
the very act of collecting as products of colonial power, theft, and violence. These critiques 
divested the museum object of its original function as “an exemplar of an underlying 
system,” argues Macdonald, and museums shifted away from curating collection-driven 
exhibitions toward displays that told other “stories” and “narratives.” However, the critique 
of evolutionary and geographically focused systems of museum classification meant that 
objects could now be viewed differently—through the lens of “curiosity,” and in relation to 
“the sensory or existential,” argues Macdonald.¹⁶
Rey’s Lost Beauty II plays a vital role in this process of “re-centering …the object” and 
the broader “return to curiosity” in the twenty-first century museum.¹⁷ In Lost Beauty 
II, Rey uses the museum collection as a “creative technology” for getting us to see objects 
differently—as affective, perceptual, and aesthetic tools—and to ask new questions of them 
by looking past existing systems of classification. The large-scale paintings in Lost Beauty 
II counter the “vanishing acts” described by Conn. Instead, Rey heeds the call of Thomas 
to “foreground the object” by bringing each artifact and specimen front and center for the 
viewer through the scale and perspective of the canvas.¹⁸ By painting his objects in great 
detail at close range and on canvases ranging from 4 to 6 feet high, Rey magnifies his 
objects so they are no longer diminutive in size but gigantic. Rey’s paintings also reveal 
intricate details that we might miss if viewing the museum object from afar or through 
the lens of a glass case. For example, we see the veined wings and glistening green body of 
the cicada; the intense purple underside of the mussel; and the multiple shells and stones 
attached to the carrier shell, a species of sea snail that gathers sea debris as a form of 
camouflage. Indeed, Rey explained that he wanted to “iconize” these diminutive objects 
by painting them with such detail and precision against an “expressive and gestural” 
background so that he could reveal their “subtleties and beauty of forms.”¹⁹ It is also telling 
that Rey deploys the still-life tradition—a devalued genre in comparison with portraiture, 
history painting, and landscape painting—to rescue and reanimate museum objects which 

are themselves in danger of being lost and devalued. 
As art historians Glenn D. Lowry and Margit Rowell 
note, the lowly status of still-life painting enabled 
artists to experiment with the genre.²⁰ Rey’s series 
belongs to this experimental tradition of still-life 
painting, and to an established pattern in Rey’s work 
of using the still life to “iconize” and ennoble the 
everyday, the ruin, and the remnant in opposition to 
acts of loss and disappearance.
The scale of Rey’s paintings also generates an 
intimate and immersive experience for the viewer, 
one that reflects Rey’s own artistic process. The 
size of the canvas exceeded Rey’s own body 
height on occasions, meaning that Rey had 
to work by moving back and forth from the 
painting, checking the full-scale image from 
a distance, and reaching into the painting to 
add depth and detail by standing on a crate. 
This way of working up close with the painting 
reflects the fact that Rey’s paintings are the result of 
another form of intimacy: they embody the process of 
viewing, photographing or drawing, and even handling 
the object up close. In Drawing as a Way of Knowing 
in Art and Science (2014), artist-researcher Gemma 
Anderson describes the process of handling museum 
specimens as generating a variety of perspectives as 
one moves physically around the object. This process 
can generate what she calls “a profound meditation.” 
The drawing process also involves “an intimate gaze 
and connection to the object,” and an “embodied 
connection with morphological structures,” enabling 
us to see different forms and “symmetries” between 
things that might otherwise remain disconnected 
under existing systems of museum classification.²¹ 
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Rey magnifies 
his objects so 
they are no longer 
diminutive in size 
but gigantic.

In Lost Beauty II, intimacy is also bound up 
with affinities between the museum object 
and the art object. Rey’s detailed close-
ups reveal that his objects have been 
classified and preserved as “artful 
creations.” Indeed, Thomas argues that 
“there are no ‘natural’ specimens” in natural 
history museums, since “each object is subject 
to ‘preparation’.” For example, in Rey’s images 
we see the pin embedded in the upper body 
of the cicada; the tape bonding the plant to its 
background; the jar enclosing the sea mouse; 
the label attached to the body of the blue-spotted 
salamander; and the seven-footed frog preserved 
in fluid and classified with a label, whose text is 
reflected back to us in Rey’s painting. Here, Rey 
deploys realism to counter what Thomas calls 
the “naturalism of the artefact.”²² The realist 
precision of Rey’s paintings also foregrounds 
the objects as tactile entities: the salamander 
and cicada bodies glisten, and the light hitting 
the curves of the plant-fiber basket, the grooves 
of the pottery shard, and the red coral of the 
Chinese pendant beckon the viewer to reach out 
and touch these artifacts. Yet each image is a 
two-dimensional illusion, echoing how the still-
life painter deployed the technique of trompe de 
l’oeil (French for “to deceive the eye”). 
Some of Rey’s objects are magnified to such 
an extent that we see them not necessarily as 
objects, but as semi-abstract forms. For example, 
the use of light to emphasize the curves, spirals, 
and coils of the pottery shard, carrier shell, 
and plant-fiber basket underscores their formal 
qualities. If the spiral-shape of the carrier 
shell and its multiple attachments represent 



the complex lifespan of this underwater species, in Rey’s painting, the carrier shell also 
evokes an alternative, organic beauty, in which the species becomes a work of art 
through Rey’s attention to its formal aesthetic. Indeed, Rey found these objects “very 
challenging to paint,” and “interpreting them into a large painterly object” proved “intellectually 
compelling.” Rey’s statement reflects how still-life painting has always encompassed more than the 
subject-matter, and still life remains, to quote art historian E. H. Gombrich, “a wonderful field of 
experiment for the painters’ special problems,” whether this involves solving how to depict light, 
texture, and depth or certain aesthetic forms and colors.²³ 
In the still-life tradition, and the vanitas painting especially, objects held symbolic significance: 
flowers and insects were harbingers of death and decay; broken pottery shards represented “lost 
innocence,” and shells evoked the rare, the “exotic,” and the “fragility” of life.²⁴ What stories of 
loss, violence, and death lie behind Rey’s museum objects? Some of the details in Rey’s paintings 
remind us that these natural specimens are no longer alive but dead, and possibly even extinct. 
Although some of these specimens, including the eurypterid fossil and the mussel, are classified as 
extinct, themes of loss and extinction permeate Rey’s alternative museum collection in different 
ways. For example, the owners and creators of these objects, as well as elements within the objects, 
may now be extinct or endangered: consider the Indigenous makers of the local pottery shards 
and the pre-Columbian zoomorphic vessel, whose descendants witnessed settler-colonial violence 
and genocide across the Americas; the rat-tail earring from the Kairuku subdistrict of Papua New 
Guinea, a country whose rainforest—the third largest in the world—has been subjected to extensive 
deforestation from illegal logging; the elephant whose tusks formed the tiny, intricate ivory cricket 
cage; and the coral that adorns the nineteenth-century Chinese pendant, a form of jewellery known 
as tian-tsui. Even the Collinsia verna, the blue-eyed Mary plant, is currently endangered in parts of 
North America, including Rey’s home state of New York, reminding us, much like the vanitas and 
memento mori paintings, that death is always near. While museum objects were often displayed for 
their typicality, we are now encouraged to ask if these objects are the last of their kind. Thus, in 
Rey’s Lost Beauty II, the still-life painting fulfils its traditional role of expressing society’s needs 
and anxieties, this time, in relation to fears about species extinction and “collective death.”²⁵ 
Dead specimens “demand our empathy,” claims artist-scholar Michael Petry.²⁶ In Lost Beauty II, 
our empathy is intensified by the immersive and intimate qualities of Rey’s large-scale paintings, 
and by Rey’s understanding of the museum as a place where it is possible to express affinities with 
non-human entities, and generate new insights as a result. While empathy cannot bring these 
museum objects back to life in the literal sense, Rey breathes new life into each one through the 
aesthetics of the painting, encouraging us in turn to ask new questions and engage with problematic 
histories and difficult contemporary realities. Ultimately, Lost Beauty II reminds us why objects 
matter, and how objects can provide new ways of knowing, feeling, and being.  
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Conclusion 
Nicholas Thomas suggests “that affinities between science and 
art collections, among others, may be unexpected and revealing.” 
He adds that “mixing things up helps deepen our sense of 
what museums …are good for in the twenty-first century.”²⁷ 
Rey’s collaboration with the natural history museum and its 
collections is equally rich and productive in enabling the artist 
and viewer to think with and through the object. Countering 
histories of loss, abandonment, and the “vanishing acts” that 
have marked both the museum and his own life, Rey makes 
the museum object vital and “evocative” once more, bringing 
these objects into view as “thought companions” and “life 
companions” through the scale, aesthetic forms, and alluring 
qualities of Lost Beauty II.²⁸
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Timeline. 1836
A group of educated men founded the Young Men’s 
Association (YMA) in the City of Buffalo. This group 
formed the core of organized cultural activities in the city 
and its committees represented the academic interests of 
its members—library, science, history, literature, and art. 
The YMA became the caretaker of numerous objects 
deemed to have educational and historic value. These items 
were collected during the exploration and travel exploits of 
its citizens—from local creeks and parks to expeditions to 
Egypt, West Africa, and beyond. The acquisition of this 
miscellany necessitated the acquisition of a cabinet for 
their storage and display—thus began the collection that 
grew into the Buffalo Museum of Science. 

1861
As collections and interest in the natural sciences grew, 
the men decided to organize a Natural History Society. 
The Society’s first home was above the New York and Erie 
Bank, on the third floor of the Jewett Building in Buffalo.

19 January 1929
After several temporary locations and with the financial 
support of the City of Buffalo, the Society opened the doors 
to a magnificent, state-of-the-art facility at the end of 
Humboldt Parkway on Buffalo’s East Side on January 19, 
1929, known as the Buffalo Museum of Science. Designed 
by architects Esenwein and Johnson, the Society’s vision 
to “build a Natural Science Museum in Humboldt Park 
to house the collection of the Buffalo Society of Natural 
Sciences for Buffalo’s Children” was a reality.

Alberto Rey, Matthew Mateosian, 
Stephanie Lewthwaite &Kathryn Leacock
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21 March 1972
Matthew Leo Mateosian was born in Orange County, New York, 
into a family of artists and makers. He has always loved to draw, and 
earned early high honors with prominent placement of his drawings of 
X-Wings on his grandmother's refrigerator. As a professional Designer, 
Illustrator, and Creative Director, Matt loves the challenge of creative 
problem solving for a diverse group of clients. He is a former student 
of Alberto Rey, and the designer of this publication as well as the Lost 
Beauty: Icebergs book.

1 October 1975
Stephanie Lewthwaite was born in Bristol, United Kingdom. 
Stephanie is Associate Professor of American History in the Department 
of American and Canadian Studies at the University of Nottingham, UK. 
She is the author of Race, Place, and Reform in Mexican Los Angeles: 
A Transnational Perspective, 1890-1940 (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 2009) and A Contested Art: Modernism and Mestizaje in New 
Mexico (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2015). She researches 
and teaches U.S. Latinx history, culture, and visual art. She is the author 
of the Lost Beauty II essay.

11 October 1978
Kathryn Leacock was born and raised in Bradford, England. She 
holds degrees in Anthropology and Library Science from the University 
at Buffalo. She began her museum career as the Curator of the Charles 
Rand Penney Collection, a private collection in western New York. Kathy 
also served as the Interim Director of Museum Studies at SUNY Buffalo 
State before returning to her true love of collections management. Kathy 
is currently the Deputy Director of the Buffalo Museum of Science, 
overseeing collections, staff engagement, and special projects. 

background: Early Photo of the Buffalo Museum of Science

 7 August 
1960
Alberto Rey was born in Havana, 
Cuba. Three years later, Alberto 
and his family left Cuba as political 
exiles following the Revolution of 
1959. The Rey family moved to 
Mexico, and then the United States, 
where they lived first in Miami and 
then Pennsylvania. 



23 January 2016
Alberto Rey, artist, emailed Kathy Leacock, Curator of 
Collections at Buffalo Museum of Science, to see what 
extinct bird skins they had in the BMS collection for 
reference for the Extinct Birds Project paintings.

3 January 2019
Alberto emailed Kathy Leacock, Marisa Wigglesworth 
and Karen Wallace about exhibiting the Extinct Birds 
Project at BMS.  Kathy returns email the same day and 
she and Alberto discuss setting up a meeting.

14 January 2019
Alberto met with Kathy to discuss the exhibition 
possibilities at the BMS, BMS schedule and ways to 
included the BMS collection into a site-specific installation. 

19 February 2019 
Alberto met with Bob Scalise, Director of the University 
of Buffalo’s UB’s Anderson Gallery, and Nicholas Ostness, 
Registrar, to discuss his previous interest in the Extinct 
Birds Project, having an exhibition and discussing the 
possibility of collaborating with the BMS. Alberto emailed 
Kathy to gauge BMS interest in collaborating with AG.

19 February 2019 
Alberto met with Bob Scalise, Director of the University 
of Buffalo’s UB’s Anderson Gallery, and Nicholas Ostness, 
registrar, to discuss his previous interest in the Extinct 
Birds Project, having an exhibition and discussing the 
possibility of collaborating with the BMS. Alberto emailed 
Kathy to gauge BMS interest in collaborating with AG.

22 February 2019 
Kathy emails Alberto that BMS is interested in working 
together with AG but BMS schedule is committed through 
2019. She mentions the possibility of exhibiting the 
Extinct Birds Project at AG in 2019, then work something 
out for BMS in 2020. 

14 March 2019 
A meeting is held at Anderson Gallery with Kathy Leacock, 
David Cinquino, Director of Exhibits at Buffalo Museum 
of Science, Bob Scalise, Nicholas Ostness and Alberto to 
discuss exhibitions, collaboration and programming. 

16 March 2019
Names for the exhibitions are decided, Lost Beauty: I and 
II. Lost Beauty: I  would occur at AG in summer of 2019 
and Lost Beauty: II at BMS in summer of 2020.

26 April 2019 
Meeting at BMS with Kathy Leacock, David Cinquino, 
Bob Scalise, Nicholas Ostness and Alberto Rey to discuss 
exhibitions, tour the gallery space, look at lighting, 
moveable walls, collaboration and using BMS’s ten 
passenger pigeon mounts and 100+ of the Geoffroy's cat 
(Leopardus geoffroyi) pelts for the AG exhibition. David 
emails Alberto the floor plan for the gallery.

27 April 2019 
Alberto emails Kathy and David a tentative project 
description, timeline, budget, and floor plan for the 
exhibition. “As I envision it, the audience would enter 
through a strategically-lit corridor of animal heads that 
would lead into the main gallery. The audience would 
walk toward the small spaces that would have spot lighting 
only on the paintings (blue lines) and floor pedestals or 
wall mounts (light blue rectangles), which would have the 
small artifacts that were selected for the paintings. Each 
painting and artifact would have its own intimate space 
separated by a movable wall (red lines). Ambient sound 
might be interesting but we would have to think about 
what we could use.
I envision making 15 paintings (no smaller than 4x4 and 
no larger than 4x6 (vertical) or 4x7 (horizontal) depending 
on the shape of the artifact).  Paintings taller than six feet 
might not be lit evenly because of the lighting track height.
Timeline: I would start working with the collections 
staff by mid June and work to create a short list of possible 
artifacts by mid July 2019. The final list would be crafted 
by beginning of August. I would start building the canvases 
at this point. I would plan to have the paintings done by 
early May 2020 and these would be available for auction 
or benefit. The installation could occur by early June for an 
opening in early July 2020. The exhibition could remain 
up until December or later if you wish.

background: Buffalo Museum of Science Library

Sketch of an installation idea for the exhibition.
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Lost Beauty II exhibition floorplan.



12 July 2019
Alberto starts construction of the the fifteen MDO 
plywood panels that are needed for the exhibition. 
The large-scale plywood panels range in size from 
30x48 inches to 48x72 inches.

16 July 2019
Alberto mentioned the idea of creating vintage-
style specimen tags for exhibition giveaways. He 
also brings up the idea of creating a print–on-
demand publication for the Lost Beauty II project.

31 July 2019
A Memorandum of understanding is signed by 
Alberto and the Buffalo Museum of Science.

2 August 2019
Alberto met with Kathy again to finish 
photographing the  artifacts selected for the 
exhibition. Kathy takes pictures of Alberto while 
he is in the process of photographing the artifacts.

5 August 2019
Alberto sent Kathy the final 15 artifacts selected 
for the project for final approval. The selections 
are approved with the exception that a few 
paintings made smaller to make them more 
marketable for fundraising. Kathy takes pictures 
of Alberto photographing artifacts.

background: First Peoples Diorama

 24 June 
2019
Alberto met with the Kathy Leacock and Paige 
Langle at BMS to look at collection, curate, 
write collection numbers and photograph 
artifacts to incorporate into the Lost Beauty: II 
project. Carly M. Guido takes pictures of Alberto 
photographing artifacts.

 24 June 
2019

18 August 
2019
Alberto finishes building all fifteen panels for the exhibition. 
The panels are constructed of MDO plywood. After assembly, 
nail holes are filled and sanded, and multiple coats of oil 
ground are applied to form the painting surface.

18 August 
2019



17 September 2019
Alberto starts the first painting, the Rat-tail Earring.

16 December 2019
Alberto finished painting the cicada, photographed it and 
sent it to Kathy as requested so that the marketing team 
can work on logo for the exhibition. Alberto mentioned the 
publication idea again. He will get book designed and have 
an art historian in England write a bit about the project. 
Kathy would write the introduction and panel text and 
BMS would pay for photography that will be used for the 
book and prints. 

Order of paintings and date finished:
Rat-tail Earing, September 2019
Pomo Basket, September 2019
Zoomorphic Vessel, September 2019
Kingfisher Pendant, October 2019
Sea Mouse, October 2019
Blue-eyed Mary, November 2019
Cicada, November 2019
Pebble Carrier, December 2019
Potsherd, December 2019
Extinct Mussel, January 2020
Eurypterid, January 2020
Blue-spotted Salamander, January 2020
Cricket Cage, February 2020
Seven-footed Frog, February 2020
Cylinder Seal, March 2020

3 January 2020
Stephanie Lewthwaite, an art historian from the 
Department of American and Canadian Studies at the 
University of Nottingham, UK, has agreed to write an 
overview of how this project relates to my past work.

11 March 2020
Alberto and Erin Ruffino prepare paintings for 
transportation by wrapping them in release paper and 
bubblewrap.

15 March 2020
Arrangements are made to have Matt Mateosian design 
the Lost Beauty II project publication. Kathy Leacock 
agrees to expand on the exhibition text panels, so more 
information can be included in the book and on the website.

background: Early Museum Lecture

20 March 2020
There is concern about the rapid escallation of COVID-19 
and whether there will be a travel moratorium, but Alberto 
and Erin Ruffino move paintings from his studio to IMG_
INK in Buffalo to photograph the work. Afterwards, the 
work is rewrapped and delivered to the Buffalo Museum of 
Science. Shortly afterwards, the exhibitions slated for July 
18–November 8, 2020 is put on hold, as the museum is not 
sure when they will reopen. 

21 March 2020
Alberto selects and organizes images from the hundreds 
of images shot since the beginning of the project for Matt 
Mateosian to consider when designing the book.

16 June
2020
After spending a couple of months culling, sorting, 
and arranging the hundreds of photos provided by 
Alberto, Matt develops a narrative framework for 
the book. On June 20 he provides the initial 
round of layout ideas as well 
as potential typeface and 
color palette options.



19 December 2020
Stephanie Lewthwaite, from the Department of American 
and Canadian Studies at the University of Nottingham, 
United Kingdom, emails essay providing an overview of 
my past work for the book. Shortly afterwards, the book 
design is put on hold  as Matt and Alberto begin to work 
on the Lost Beauty: Icebergs book.

25 March 2021
A year after the artwork is delivered, Alberto receives 
notice that the exhibition is back on the BMS calendar. 
The exhibition, Lost Beauty II: The Art of Museum 
Stories, will open  October 16, 2021. I contact Matt and 
the book’s design can begin again.

4 June 2021
Alberto meets with Kathy Leacock at the BMS to research 
and scan  historical photos of the museum for the book, 
discuss the floor plan, look at prototypes for the exhibition 
pedestals, discuss installation schedule and discuss 
schedule for submitting her essays for the publication.

4 June–22 August 2021
Kathy Leacock submits essays for each artifact and 
specimen and her photo as a child for the publication.

27 July 2021
Timelapse videos of the painting process sent to Kathy.

9 August 2021
Press release and images are sent to Elizabeth Licata, 
Buffalo Spree, noting Aleron as the exhibition sponsor.

27 August 2021
Kathy asks Alberto is he could be included in BMS 
“Celebration Months” which features individuals who 
have made a significant contribution to science or natural 
history. It would be displayed during the National Hispanic 
Heritage Month.

28 August 2021
Matt provides first draft of the artifacts/finished painting 
section to consider for the book.

6-15 September 2021
Matt provides multiple iterations of the book to Alberto, 
Kathy and Stephanie for review. Each round results in 
further fine-tuning of the publication.

16 September 2021
Matt uploads the Adobe inDesign file to the printer to 
create a proof copy. Alberto and Matt make plans to meet 
in Fredonia to review the proof.

28 September 2021
Matt and Alberto meet in Fredonia to review the physical 
proof. The book is marked up, and Matt takes it home 
with him to make the final edits.

30 September 2021
Matt sends the final version of the Lost Beauty II: The 
Art of Museum Stories publication to the printer. The 
printed books should arrive 7-10 days later, just in time 
for the opening on October 16, 2021.



Fin.



www.AlbertoRey.com
ISBN: 978-0-9979644-4-8

“Museums are sometimes described as the storehouses of the human 
condition. While museums can house artifacts and specimens from 
across time and place, it is how these items inspire others that truly 
gives them value. The same object or specimen invokes something 
different in each of us. The BMS has more than 750,000 objects and 
artifacts in its collection—but why these items? What can they tell us? 
Why should they matter? And how does safeguarding these collections 
further our understanding of the world around us? Three years in 
the making, Lost Beauty II: The Art of Museum Stories will 
showcase a selection of 15 items from the Museum’s vast collection. 
These small fragments inspired renowned artist, Alberto Rey, and 
through his paintings he asks us to look beyond the scale, label, or 
fragment and appreciate the lost beauty within.”

Kathryn H. Leacock
Deputy Director, Buffalo Museum of Science


